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Intro
The season has taken a while to warm
up, but once we hit June, there have
been some very good days, and
members have really made the most of
them. Congratulations to all of the
people who have done badge flights
from silver distance up to 750km
diplomas.

Special mention has to go to Andy
Aveling and Garry Coppin for their
1000km flight from Lasham on the 21
June. It is the first ever 1000km flight
flown from Lasham and it currently tops
the BGA national ladder. Well done boys.

Launch rate
Often people come to me with what they think are new ideas to try
and increase the winch launch rate. The conversation often goes along
the lines of, “Yes we have considered that, but the risks outweigh the
benefits”. Then we go to the launch and show them where it can go
wrong.

If everything is working well, and everyone is playing their part we
can generally do around 16 winch launches per hour, but
unfortunately this isn’t often achieved for the following reason.

The  delays are almost always down to pilots not being ready to launch
when the cable arrive at the launch-point. Often I see pilots sat in
the winch line for half an hour, and then they start their checks when
someone is stood in front of them with the cable in their hand. When
you get to the front of the winch launch line, please ensure that you
are ready to launch before the cable arrives at your glider

Instructors also need to play their part in this, so please ensure all
briefings are completed before the glider gets to the front of the winch
line, and definitely do not brief in the cockpit once the pre take-off
checks have been started.

What is happening during the remainder of the summer?
As I write this we have just passed the longest day, and it is easy to
think that the summer is already over, but it is really only just getting
going and we still have four months of soaring in front of us, so there
is still lots to look forward to.

Over the coming months we have lots of things going on that
members can take part in. Here are just few of the things we’ve
arranged over the next few months:

Advanced courses
Still a few places available on our advanced courses in August and
September. So if you fancy doing one of these, check the dates on
our web site and give Sharon in the office a call to book.

Junior Nationals and Lasham Regionals
This year we are holding the Junior Nationals and Lasham Regionals
18-26 August. It is anticipated that the combined competition will
have around 110 entries, so as you can imagine it will be a busy
operation.

As in previous years the competition will be using the main runway
and the South side of the airfield, and the club operation will take
place on grass to the Northern side of the main runway. There will
be plenty of launching capacity for club members, and training will
also take place, albeit on aerotow only.

Aboyne
Its great to end the season with some wave flying, and Aboyne is
one of the best sites in the country for this. There are still a few places
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available on the
last week of the
Lasham expedi-
tion, so if you
fancy this contact
the office to book.

Jet Operations.
Since 2EE took
over the jet
maintenance base
a few years ago
there have been a

number of changes in both personal, and in the way large jet
movements are handled. I know that the current jet movement
protocol is covered in detail in the Lasham manual, and in the joint
users code of practice, but I thought it would be worth while
reminding people of the agreed procedures:

1) The Strobe light. This is positioned on top of a tower next to the
radar hut, and is switched on when the fire officer arrives at the
launch-point, and is informed that the last launch has taken place.
We will then remove the launch-point vehicle while the fire officer
checks the runway for foreign objects and debris. The idea of the
strobe is an early warning to people on the ground that there will be
a movement taking place, and that they should not go near the
runway.

2) Inbound or outbound jet movements. So if you are airborne
how can you tell if the jet is inbound? The giveaway is the position
of the fire trucks which should be on the end of the cross runway
next to the perimeter track, and also the PAPA light van will be
positioned on the North side grass.

The clue that it’s an outbound movement is the large jet positioned
at the end of the runway. If you miss this one then perhaps a visit
to the opticians is required!

3) Landing direction. The jet operation protocol states that they
should take-off and land in the same direction as the gliding
operation. Obviously when we are using the cross runways this is not
a option for them, so the agreement is that if we are on runway 23
they will land on 27. If we are on runway 16 then the will land the
jets on 09.

4) Glider landing protocol. Obviously a glider cannot hold for the
jet movement, so the following landing protocol should be used.

a) If it’s an inbound jet, then you need to land well down the
airfield, and preferably on the upwind side of the main runway.
b) If its an out bound then you need to land short and also in the
upwind side of runway.

One final point to think about is wake vortices that are generated by
the wing tip of an airliner. There are a number of video’s on Youtube
showing the effects.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZkggFzAtEc

Bookable training at the weekends
For nearly ten years we have been running bookable pre and post
solo training for club members seven days a week, and I thought it
would be a good time to remind everyone about how it works and
what we are currently doing. At the weekend we have moved to
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bookable training only, and this allows us to open up the right number
of training slots for the instructors we have available.

It allows a member to
book a morning or
afternoon slot, and that
guarantees you and
another student will be
allocated an instructor
for the half day period.
This means that when
one of you is flying, the
other should be helping
at the launch-point.

So far it has worked
well, but there have
been a number of
issues. It should only be
used by members who
want pre-solo training,
post-solo training and
daily check flights. If
you want to do any of
the flying below then
follow the advice below.

1) White card and Bronze flying test. Contact the CFI who
will put you in contact with a full-rated instructor who can do
the test.

2) Motorglider training/tests. Again this needs to be booked
through the office, and they will need a few days’ notice to find
an instructor.

The bookable list is not a turn up, fly and then go home system, so
it’s important that when you book on you a prepared to commit at
least half a day of your time to being at Lasham, and be prepared to
help out at the launch-point.

Temporary Airspace during the summer
All Notams and airspace can be found in the NATS website
http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/public/index.php.html  for
info on the restrictions listed below and others that are further away
you will need to look at the Aeronautical Information Circulars (AIC’s)
and then click on the mauve section. This will allow you to click on
the link to the PDF file giving the full information on the display, its
dimensions and duration.

Below are the dates for the displays that will have an impact on pilots
flying cross country from Lasham

RAF 100 Fly past 10 July  This will stop us flying for 40mins
between 12:50 and 13:30. The no-fly area extends as far as Pewsey
and North to Oxford, so cross country pilots will have to either clear
this area by 12:50, or wait until after 13:30 to launch.

RAF 100 Fly past at RIAT 13 - 15 July.  This airspace extends
from Welshpool all the way down to Fairford and then on to Keevil.
The element that effects cross country flying should only last for
30min

Farnborough 9 - 23 July. The class D airspace for the airshow is
the same as in previous years, but there are some amendments to
the timings on the practice week.
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RIAT. 10  -  16 July. Once again a large chunk of airspace South of
the Brize zone.

Silverstone
The Grand Prix weekend is the 6th – 8th of July. A RA(t) will be set
up around the race circuit, and when the Reds fly over there will be
the usual extended zone for the duration of the display.

Paper copies of the restricted airspace maps will be available at the
morning briefings, from the office and at the launch-point, so there
is no excuse for pilots for pilots getting airborne without the
relevant info to hand

Lets hope for a good second half of the season and you are able to
achieve the goals you have set yourself.

CFI Lasham Gliding Society

The grid
There are days when there is an enormous grid. People further back
in the grid are anxiously waiting to get airborne as soon as possible,
but they may not realise that they can do something about speeding
up the process.

Every launch needs someone to get the tow rope and then to hook
on. Since many gliders that are carrying water will need time with
levelled wings, someone else will often be needed at the wing-tip.

I would not be surprised if one day launching stopped until someone
from further back came up to complain! Aim to hook on two other
gliders and run with two wing-tips. JMcC
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6Planning and Flying a 1,000 km Flight in the UK

It’s 7:30pm and we’ve just pulled in to a steady 2 knot climb some
40 km from Lasham, our home airfield. We finished our declared 1010
km task 15 minutes ago.  Now there is time to reflect on the last 12
hours of flying as well as the preceding days of careful planning. It’s
been quite a remarkable period.

I believe most glider pilots are driven by one sort of passion or
another. Some like speed, others the cut and thrust of competition
flying, and for a few, the pleasure of aerobatics. For me, I get well
and truly revved up at the prospect of maximising the flying day,
mainly because the UK is a tricky place to fly, both from a weather
and an airspace perspective. Good days are few and exceptional days
are rare, so the chance to enjoy these occasions should be embraced
at full throttle. Furthermore, our green and pleasant land presents a
stunning backdrop and the Arcus is an amazingly privileged vantage
point from which to enjoy it.

My normal flight planning routine entails at least an hour of
information gathering, reviewing of data and then deciding on a task
to fit the conditions. I frequently update the task as the data changes,

often right up to launch time. The process is facilitated by powerful
tools such as Seeyou and Topmeteo, but the reality is that gut feeling
plays a significant part in the last-minute fine-tuning of any task.

For this particular flight, I started paying attention five days ahead
when Topmeteo was flagging big potential flight distances. Twenty-
four hours before the day, I was getting really focussed, especially
when Dave Masson released a very up-beat forecast.  From my
perspective, we needed an 11-hour soaring window with significant
downwind components incorporated into the task in order to facilitate
a sensible average speed during the critical first and last hours of the
window. Additionally, I wanted to avoid any large track deviations
around airspace in order to make every kilometre flown count towards
the task distance. Lastly, I wanted to plan the tracks to make good
use of any streeting.

I’d originally selected a closed loop flight starting and finishing at
Oxford. This looked good until the night before, but then the weather
predictions changed. It looked like the clearing cold front would leave
significant cirrus over the southern part of the task area. At 6:00 am

On tow to
Lutterworth



on the morning of the flight this was confirmed by the satellite images,
so I shifted the task further north to avoid it.

Meanwhile, my syndicate partner, Garry Coppin, had been busy
preparing the glider.  As ever, he ensured it was in tip-top shape for
a long flight.

Thus at 7:30 am, Garry and I were ready to set off from Lasham on
our way to Lutterworth, our start point located some 150km to the
north. The 30 knot headwind had been accounted for in the planning,
but we were still somewhat daunted by the prospect of an hour and
a quarter on aerotow at 90 knots. Hats off to my airfield neighbour,
Ian McKillop, for agreeing to get out of bed so early to tow us and
then put up with our radio instructions as we guided him to our start
point.  I’m sure he was pleased to see the back of us at Lutterworth.

We’d not anticipated the sight of a JS-3 diving away at full speed
under us as it started its own task from the same area. We later
learned that Russell Cheetham and Richard Browne had also
completed exceptional flights that day. None of us knew that by pure
coincidence, we’d nominated the same start point.

The leg back south to Booker was planned at an average of 120 kph
so I was a little concerned when, despite our combined best efforts,
we only averaged just over 100 kph. Approaching the turn, it looked
like the cumulus extended south but only for 30 km, so I was feeling
particularly pleased about the last minute changes I’d made to our
task before launch. Turning north from Booker, we started to gain
speed into the headwind which was very encouraging.

This is where the two-seat Arcus really came into its own. Apart from
sharing the flying equitably, Garry and I have attempted to build a
real insight into what needs to be done and how to achieve that goal
as a team. That means we don’t always chatter, but simple comments
or observations really help to keep the show on the road.

At Tuxford, our northern most turn, I was regretting not tasking
further north, but as our speed and task finish time improved on the
south-bound leg to Chichester, so did our resolve. Passing Lasham,
the cumulus started to fade and the last 20km into and out of
Chichester was under small wisps. Again, I was feeling good about
the last minute change of task.

Garry was encouraging us to stay high and we soon connected with
better air heading north towards Lasham.  We had anticipated a
decision point south of Brize Norton where we would either have to
go around the airspace to the east, or through it with a clearance. I
called Brize when we were 20 minutes away from the boundary and
was relieved to get an unrestricted clearance through. Thank you Brize
ATC , and let’s hope the Airspace Consultation Proposal never sees
the light of day. In the event, we overflew all but the last bit of the
zone.
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The run up to Telford just got better and better. A friendly street right
along the western edge of the Birmingham CTR really helped, and it
delivered for us again on the way south. From Bidford, we saw a nice
cumulus at Little Rissington and hoped that a high climb and the
tailwind would allow us to overfly Brize without having to call them
again. This proved to be the case and was fortunate too. We saw two
transport-category aircraft in the overhead and I think another
unfettered clearance would have been unlikely.

By the time we passed Lasham for the third time, we knew the job
was complete. I’d chosen the Bognor Gliding Club to finish purely as
a precaution. The logic was that if the engine wouldn’t start, a genuine
field landing after 12 hours of flying may be a higher than normal risk.
It would also mean that we could easily get a tow home if the need
arose.

As it was, the conditions were still good and, having finished the task,
we were confident that we could soar home. Thus at 7:30 pm we

found ourselves in our steady 2 knot climb. Sadly, the thermal slowly
died and the next climb was at the limit of our range. We elected to
set off towards Lasham but we had to start the engine near the airstrip
at Liss.

Garry had the foresight to advise Lasham of our achievement which
allowed them to assemble a substantial welcome party on the patio.

And that was it. For those who like statistics, we covered a declared
distance of 1010 km in 10 hours and 25 mins at an average of 97 kph
and were airborne for a total of 12 hours and 30 minutes.

I firmly believe that a 1000 km flight starting and ending at Lasham
is achievable, but it’s going to require exceptional weather.

An�� A���ing
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9The season so far

The thermal season started even later than last year, which wasn’t
great either. This time that was no Arctic blast in April, just rain.  By
the end of April only 13 flights had been posted  on the National Ladder
by Lasham pilots, and nine of these were by bombing along the South
Downs on windy days.

May was an improvement and was recorded as the warmest on record,
though this translated into many days that were blue in parts. George
Metcalfe’s flight almost to Menai Bridge (9 km short) in an ASW28
deserves special mention, especially for sheer enterprise.

Date Pilot (p1&p2) Glider Task Km Km/
h

21 Jun Andy Aveling & Garry Coppen ARCUS T Lutterworth, Booker W, Tuxford, Chichester W, Telford E, Bognor Regis 1010.5 97

22 Jun Liz Sparrow STD CIRRUS L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Chard, Ettington, L 612.6 86.5

22 Jun Finn Sleigh LIBELLE L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Chard, Ettington, L 614.4 81.8

21 Jun Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (18.0) L, Gainsborough, Butser, Naseby W, L 806 113.4

21 Jun Alistair Nunn JS1 B L, Newark, Portsmouth N, Silverstone, Havant, L 766.2 110.3

22 Jun Alistair Nunn JS1 B L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Chard, Ettington, L 612.6 103.9

19 May Tom Arscott STD CIRRUS L, Chard, HusBos, Hungerford, L 517.7 77.7

22 Jun George Metcalfe ASW 28 L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Wincanton, HusBos, L 610.6 90.6

19 May Finn Sleigh LIBELLE L, Chard, HusBos, Hungerford, L 517.7 73.8

22 Jun Shaun Lapworth JS1 C (21.0) L, Polegate, Axminster, Melton Mowbray, L 766.3 89.8

19 May Jon Pring STD CIRRUS W L, Chard, HusBos, Ilsley, L 501.6 78.3

22 Jun Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (18.0) L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Wincanton, HusBos, L 610.6 111.8

21 Jun Andy Holmes LS8 L, Stamford Bridge, L 622.7 79.9

19 May Ayala Truelove LIBELLE L, Chard, HusBos, Ilsley, L 500 77.1

22 Jun Adrian Emck KA 6E L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Axminster, L 488.5 68.8

19 May Liz Sparrow STD CIRRUS L, Chard, HusBos, Ilsley, L 500 78.5

19 May Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (18.0) L, Sherborne, Camphill, Calne, L 659 95.8

22 Jun Andy Aveling ARCUS L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Crewkerne, Olney, L 633.5 92.6

19 May Adrian Emck KA 6E L, Sherrborne, Chedworth, Pitsford, Elkstone, L 504.2 66.5

13 May George Metcalfe ASW 28 L, Menai Bridge (almost), L 605.1 93.1

All flights apart from the first, started from a Lasham start and all finished at Lasham



Just as I contracted the mother and father of all colds, the weekend
of 19 and 20 May happened. Suddenly the ladder was dominated by
three names using Club Class gliders: Tom Arsott, Jon Pring and Finn
Sleigh. None one them started at Lasham, but they have added to
cohort of younger pilots who fly here.

Tom started at Surrey Hills GC at Kenley airfield. However he went
up to Imperial College GC. The IC single-seaters properly introduced
him to cross-country flying and then to competition flying. He has
since flown in two Junior World and one World championships in his
Standard Cirrus. He was the 2015 Junior World Champion in
Narromine, Australia. He works at an automotive engineering
consultancy, designing engines and power-trains.

Jon started gliding at The Park at 14 but but eventually went to
Imperial College Gliding Club with lots of encouragement from Tom.
He crewed for Finn and the rest of the British Team in the Lithuania

at the Junior Worlds. He is now in the Junior selection squad aiming
for a place in Hungary in 2019. He works for a small plastics
manufacturing firm in Dorset as a design and development engineer.

Finn started flying at Cambridge Gliding Club but is now based here.
Like Tom he also flew in the Junior Worlds last year in Lithuania flying
Standard Class. This year he has changed to Club Class flying his ‘new’
Libelle. Finn works for Shirenewton Sailplanes fixing and refinishing
gliders to fund the toys and adventures.

Back to 19/20 May: The Saturday produced 36 entries on the Ladder,
and the next day 25, though you might still wonder what happened
to all the other people on those grids. We must really record how
much we use airspace. Forget how slow you are: just post it.

After I drove down through France on 21 June under a fantastic sky,
I learned of the exploits of that day. Some had thought it too windy
to try a mega-task but if you start early enough upwind, you get an
impressive boost. (see previous article). Andy Holmes should be
credited with a new Standard Class O/R record to Stamford Bridge
and possibly the Free Distance record.

22 June was also an excellent day (reportedly as I was still driving to
Sisteron Grrr). Congratulations to those who took small gliders on
huge tasks. Notable flight were done by Liz Sparrow’s’612km at
85km/h in a Standard Cirrus, closely followed on the same task by
Finn Sleigh in his Libelle.

Other achievements
Andrew McCrorie has started trying to collect a list of all the
achievements at Lasham. This isn’t easy. We know about first solos,
but other badge flights are not recorded by the club, so some detective
work is needed. If you want your name reported in future issues,
please tell him. mccrora@yahoo.co.uk
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First solo (or re-solo)
Elysia Bates,  Mike Faxholm, Marcin Kubrak,  Angus Paton, Graham
Seale & Peter Wilson. Peter’s re-solo was 45 years after his first solo
in Belgium.

Bronze badge: Tadej Magajna

Silver distance
Kevin Burns & Iain Hayward. Iain completed his silver badge by doing
his duration and height on 21 June. His duration flight was 7.5 hours
long. Geoff Martin also got his after some bad luck  on one previous
attempt and an unusually high cloud-base on another!

Diamond goal: Toby Freeland

Bigger badges
Szymon Bartus  UK 100 km diploma
Matthew Cook   752 km  - 750 km Diploma

I think the flights by Martin Clark (763 km), Nick Hoare (757 km) ,
Shaun Lapworth  (766 km) were by existing 750 diploma holders
Alastair Nunn (766 km ) and Christopher Starkey (806 km) are known
holders of the 750 diploma. But congratulations anyway!)

The National Ladder
Finn Sleigh, Christopher Starkey, Andy Aveling, Alastair Nunn, Tom
Arscott, Roy Pentecost, Jon Pring, Adrian Emck, George Metcalfe and
Liz Sparrow currently occupy places 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14 &18
respectively on the Open Ladder.

Adrian Emck is currently at the top of the Vintage Ladder.
Tom Arscott is currently at the top of the Weekend Ladder.

In addition to three pilots featured earlier in this article, Ben Hughes,
Chris Bennett, Richard Watson and Tom Hogarth are currently in the
top 10 of the Junior Ladder.

Notable Flights in club gliders
Jordan Bridge and Michael Harrison won back the Nympsfield Trophy
in a K13, early June. The trophy has since changed hands again.

Rick Bastin 322 km in a Discus
Szymon Bartus Gold Distance (315 km) in a Discus
Chris Bennett 438 km in a Grob 102
Michael Rubin 448 km in a Discus

Ratings Awarded
Rob Braithwaite       Assistant Instructor
Jordan Bridge & John Barton  Full Cat
Kevin Burns       Basic Instructor
Anne Knight       Standard Aerobatic
Amy Whistlecroft      Inspector

Editorial

At present two editions of Rising Air are edited during October and
February, when the gliding is a distant memory for cross-country pilots
like me. My trip to the Alps in late June means that I will always have
a few days off. Every day is flyable (or since I arrived anyway) but
sometimes 8,000ft cloud-bases are not enough to tempt me into the
air. (Today 1 July was 14,000 ft though, so I flew.)

So producing the mag isn’t a problem for me, provided you all send
me some material. This issue really needed a couple more articles.
Someone with better contacts than me could be do a better job, but
if there are no volunteers, you are stuck with me as editor until I go
completely nuts, umbrella, isosceles, Hereward the Wake, euphonium,
gerbils…..

JMcC
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12A look in the log-book
(from the slowest to the fastest)

Having always been mad about flying, I have taken many an
opportunity to get a flight. When thinking back I realise that perhaps
I have been lucky enough to experience flights at both ends of the
speed scale.

My first flight was in  1954 as a cadet in the ATC when I had a flight
in an Avro Anson s/no 523 at Spitalgate near Grantham. I was thrilled
to bits but somewhat alarmed by the amount of movement that I
could see on the tailplane. My next flight was again courtesy of an
ATC summer camp in 1955 when I had a three and a half hour flight
in an Avro Lincoln s/no 669 at Hemswell. This was flown by a sergeant
pilot with a squadron leader navigator.

When getting into the
Lincoln I managed to
upset the squadron
leader with a flippant
remark, when his
attention was
distracted the pilot
suggested that I get
in quick and go and sit
in the nose turret and
keep quiet.  Some
comments on that
flight were:- “The
heater worked but
only kept the upper
part of my body warm
but the bottom half

was white with frost.”

Of particular interest was that before the flight we were issued with
parachutes and instructed to take the parachute with you wherever
you went inside the aircraft.  The chutes were kept separate, stored
in racks on the sides of the fuselage. This made me think of what it

must have been like on these old bombers when damaged in combat
and receiving the order to bail out. It would probably be dark, you
had to get out of your seat, find your chute and clip it on, get to the
nearest hatch and get out while the aircraft would probably be on fire
and spinning, pitching or breaking up! That must have been the stuff
of nightmares..

My slowest flight (i.e. going backwards) was a birthday present trip
in a hot air balloon that launched from a sports ground in Basingstoke
at an unearthly time in the morning. It was a very enjoyable
experience drifting along at low level on a gentle Northerly wind. This
gave ample time to spot wildlife ,like deer and hares, plus little dogs
frantically charging about as we passed by. There was also the bonus
of having time to see the profusion of fields that you could land a
glider in.

For a while it looked like we would be landing at Lasham and I heard
the pilot trying to call Lasham on the radio, I told him that at 07.30
he was wasting his time. Eventually we drifted away and landed
nearby at Bradley. I was well impressed by the pilot who managed to
land the balloon along a barren strip of land along the edge of a field
of rape.

The pilot had a very detailed map of fields with information on the
landowners. When he had chosen his field for the landing he called
the retrieve truck giving him the name and address of the farmer who
owned that field, he told the truck driver to go and find that the farmer
who was ‘a good old boy’ and would be no problem.

We set to and packed up the balloon then the radio crackled into life,
‘we have found the farmer and he is not happy’ reported the retrieve
crew and ‘he is on his way to see you’. A Range Rover came roaring
up driven by a very unhappy farmer. It was not the balloon or the
chosen field that was the problem, it was the fact that this balloon’s
operating company had not paid the normal donation to his pet charity
(the Bradley village hall) for the last three landings that they had

Avro Lincoln



done. He said that all of the other balloons pay up on the spot with
no problem but this company never pays on landing, then they won’t
respond to phone calls to the office. He then said that he was
impounding the balloon until he got payment.

While the balloon crew were sorting out a payment ,I had a chat with
the farmer about glider landings in his fields, they are no problem he
said, they usually do no damage apart from maybe a single wheel
track.

Apart from trial flights in a Robinson R22 and Jet Ranger helicopters,
my next slowest flight was in the Goodyear Europa airship. I was
working as a foreman running an earthmoving equipment repair
workshop for J.I.Case at Hook. Case manufactured the 580 series of
wheeled loader backhoe machines in direct competition with the JCB
3CX. Naturally Goodyear wanted Case to use their tyres so had offered

a sweetener in the form of two tickets for a flight in the Europa airship
operating out of Bournemouth.

 The company accepted the offer but then all in the pecking order
from the MD downwards, turned down the chance of an airship flight.
Eventually the offer came to me as I was nicknamed in the company
as Biggles due to my obsession with flying and gliding in particular.

So myself and a young clerk were given the day off to go to
Bournemouth. When we got there the Europa was already flying, when
it came in to land it looked massive. The ground crew abandoned their
game of football and set about catching the mooring ropes dangling
down the sides in order to hold the device down while they changed
passengers.

The gondola carries six passengers, if all six got out at once the crew
would soon find themselves going through three thousand feet and
clinging on for life. So the crew were very particular ensuring that
passengers were changed one at a time and that the one getting on
was inside the gondola before the other one got off.

The airship was driven along by two ducted fan engines mounted
either side of the rear of the gondola. In the air the craft did behave
like a ship, if we hit a thermal the nose would rise, then level off as
we went through the centre and lower again as we left the thermal
behind. The pilot had a big trim wheel that looked like a ships wheel
but mounted fore and aft rather than across the cabin. The airship
was certainly a very gentle way to travel compared with what’s coming
next.

In 1994 I had a very good year in sales so had a bit of surplus money
in the bank. Goodwood Travel was running supersonic flights around
the Bay of Biscay on Concorde for something like £500 a ticket. I was
thinking that this opportunity will not last for ever so decided to buy
two tickets, one for myself and one for my mother who was always
excited by fast, noisy aeroplanes and loved seeing Concorde at the

A look in the log-book
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Farnborough Airshows. Mother’s ticket would be her Christmas present
and mine was to be a birthday present to myself, so I booked the
flight for Boxing Day.

I remember giving mum her present on Christmas day, the ticket, in
its Christmas wrapping, looked like I had given her something exotic
like a cheque book holder! The look on her face when she found the
ticket inside the wrapping made it worthwhile.

The package that Goodwood Travel provided was brilliant. First we
gathered for a champagne reception in a hotel close to Heathrow.
Then we were ferried into the airport and taken to the aircraft. We
were given a chance to take photographs prior to embarking. When
on board we could see how narrow the cabin was but also how well it
was fitted out. We had the briefing and taxied out. Then it was open
up the engines, light the afterburners and GO, my God how that thing
accelerates.

All was going well and we were flying along above the Bristol channel
when the skipper came on the PA  and said that we had a problem
but don’t be alarmed. The problem was that one of the actuators
controlling the airflow into the engines had stuck. We could still go to
the Bay but could not go supersonic. The skipper then said that they
had a plan, a replacement part was ready to be fitted so we would
return to Heathrow, have the actuator changed and be back on our
way in 30 minutes, furthermore we had permission to land overweight
so that we did not have to waste time dumping fuel.  We returned to
Heathrow and stayed in our seats while the engineers did their bit.

Then one couple got up and insisted that they should be allowed to
get off, why? asked the stewardess, it’s because we are worried about
our dog that we have left in the car back at the hotel they said. So
they had to get steps to the aircraft and offload them. Meanwhile the
engineers had finished the actuator change and came on board to
report to the pilot, they were invited to join us for the flight, so without

any more ado they dropped their overalls and occupied the two vacant
seats. We shut the door and set off again.

This time it all went to plan, we had a spare Concorde captain at the
front of the cabin giving an informative and light-hearted commentary,
we all had an opportunity to visit the (cramped) cockpit, one couple
got engaged = more champagne. Then we were over the sea and time
to accelerate. This was done in two stages first one pair of afterburners
when we could feel the resultant push in the back, then the second
pair of afterburners lit.

There was a Mach meter at the front of the cabin where we could see
that we were quickly through Mach1 and on to Mach2, when we got
to Mach2 the afterburners were switched off and there we were
cruising along at Mach2. At 60,000ft.  Incredible, 100 passengers
drinking champagne and eating smoked salmon, you could walk up
and down the aisle or look out of the small windows and see the
curvature of the earth, all this with no vibration, no alarm, no white
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knuckles. What a fantastic aeroplane and what an achievement
designing and building it then getting it operational.  I sometimes
think back to how lucky I was to have had the Concorde experience
and as it turned out a two for the price of one deal. It will be many
years before the opportunity to fly in a supersonic airliner returns.

What about gliding you may well ask. Well I have flown 62 types, the
slowest was the SG38 Grasshopper primary, stall circa 26kt, VNE 70kt,
I felt very exposed flying while sitting astride a plank. The fastest is
probably the ASH 25, stall circa 40kt and VNE 151kt. It may be big,
heavy and a bit cumbersome in roll but for someone who learnt to
glide on the T21 and Olympia 2b, it’s a delight to fly with a fabulous
performance capability. I feel very lucky to have a share in one.  It’s
a great life!

Mi�� W��ls
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House for sale
I joined Lasham in 1962, & married in 1964. We both worked in London
at that time so we bought an acre of land with a falling down bungalow
to do up when the weather was not suitable to fly.

After 53 years we can no longer comfortably manage our 3 acres of
garden and vegetable plot, we have bought a very small flat in
Southampton so we now wish to sell our Bentworth property

We wondered if any Lasham member would be interested as the house
is designed by a glider pilot for glider storage and has a large workshop
and lots of bedrooms

Denis Johnson       0790 365 7117
denisjohnsondj@gmail.com

A nice day in February by Gerry Cook

Has this K6 ever looked so smart?

mailto:denisjohnsondj@gmail.com 
mailto:denisjohnsondj@gmail.com 


16Shaking

He cannot stop shaking. Shadow fills the cockpit. The sun is low and
it will soon be too dark to land. His glider seems to be still, the air is
cold and dead and his hand is shaking on the stick.

Early April, a week of ice cold mornings, frost on the windscreen and
on the grass outside his caravan every day as he leaves for work.
Dull, frustrating, dirty work. No money, no time off.

A shift in the air moves him. He looks, leans on the controls, banks
to the right, sniffing for rising air. Nothing. Straightens up, moves on.

Friday was always
going to be the day.
The '17 sits in the
trailer waiting. All
winter in the
workshop, spread
out on sawhorses,
trestles. Systems,
electrics and
p n e u m a t i c s .
I n s t r u m e n t s .
Grinding, filthy
work profiling,
painting, polishing.
White dust every-
where, clothes,

hair, car. No time for a test flight but ready to rock. Supposed to be
at work, no time off, no chance, so just walk out.

F**k it. Two weeks money gone but just f**k it, no choice. Friday is
going to be the day. The cockpit stinks. Gel coat dust, stale food,
urine. He soaked himself hours before. Everything works in the old
ship except for the relief tube. One little missed connection, just out
of reach now in the tiny cockpit. Laying flat, no room to move, it might
as well be on Mars. So again no choice, do what needs to be done.

Another movement in the air outside. The '17 flexes, lifts, turns away
from the rising air. Again he pushes on the controls, clumsy now,
turns into the lift. First missing, searching again, straining on the
pedals and tense on the stick. There! A whole turn in lift. Going up…

Something catches his eye – suddenly close out of nowhere, the
Nimbus. Like the designers, Klaus and Gerhard  who have been
competing with each other for years – first the ASW 12, then the ’17,
then the Nimbuses, two and the three. 25 meters span and 750kg all
up weight (that's three quarters of a ton, gentlemen) but outdated.
Like old warriors the two old gliders circle each other cautiously in the
sunset.

And anyway, he knows Dave started too late, missed his top turn,
and is struggling home. From a few feet below the Nimbus looks portly,
pregnant. It's full of water, loaded to past max weight. One wing holds
a layer of green ice., water leaking from the dump valve.

Don't get underneath that in case it peels away. The lift continues.
Still shaking, uncontrollably now. The climb is feeble, just fifty feet in
every minute. It takes three circles to climb just as much as one
wingspan. But another 750 feet will get him home, just. Another forty
five circles balancing in the narrow core of the thermal. Another fifteen
miles to go. Nothing left after this climb. He hates final glides.

All the day's work slowly unwinding, options narrowing, tension rising.
The Nimbus moves ahead – good. If there is trouble, it will give him
some warning.

Still shivering. The Nimbus disappears into the dusk. Lights are coming
on in the town below. At a few hundred feet above the ground, the
airfield still hidden.  He is past caring. Too cold, too tired. Either he'll
clear the trees on the airfield boundary or slam through a hedge falling
short. F**k it, this has to work after ten hours in the air, in this cold
and the wet and the stink.

ASW17



The hangar slides past a few feet underneath. Gear, flaps, brakes, all
automatic. Roll to a stop outside the clubhouse. Faces, smiles. Canopy
off, the smell of wet grass and night. Hands helping. Out. Done.

An��
21/4/1995

I asked Anon for some background. He replied :

The other Nimbus was David Innes in his Nimbus 3. Like me, he was
trying for a 750 on that freezing April day. I got it, he missed it. Yah!

The details of the task, places and names are less important than how
much hard bloody work it was, how cold it was, how determined I was
to get the flight in, and how I really didn't care at the end. A bit out
of step with today's Rotax brigade, but there you are. Different times.
I wrote it as an exercise in composition, quite a long time ago.. Most
glider pilots will work out Klaus and Gerhard. Heroes, to me anyway.

8.33kHz Radios

EU funding for 20% of the cost of re-equipage with 8.33 kHz radios
is available until the end of 2018, but claims must be submitted by
30 September 2018. You can view full details of eligibility criteria here.

Some clubs have obtained grants to purchase 8.33 kHz radios for their
club aircraft; the BGA Development Committee intends to circulate
further guidance to clubs.

During 2018, the CAA expects a large number of airfields, airports
and service providers to convert to 8.33 kHz. As such, the published
frequency data may not be accurate for the remainder of the year.

17Shaking
(continued)



18The curse of Lasham expeditions

For those of you considering travelling to the Alps or Pyrenees for one
of the expeditions,  I would like to recount to you a cautionary tale of
woe for those who think it a good idea to fly on a budget airline to
get there and back.

In 2017 I booked with Easyjet from Bristol to Bilbao and had a very
agreeable departure time from Bristol of 13.20 which would have seen
me in Bilbao at around 16.00 to collect my car and having checked
the route via Pamploma should have seen me arrive in Santa Cilia
around 8.00pm local time for my week’s stay.

Having loaded the luggage and my German shepherd dog into the car
we set off for the 1 hour 40 minute drive to Bristol on a sunny Sunday
morning, deciding to avoid the outskirts of Bristol and arrive via the
M5 from the south. I drove and gave my wife the map to read (my
first real mistake …)

The Satnav on my Avensis is now 10 years old and has a nasty
tendency to direct me through miles on unexplored countryside and
is used with trepidation, and only as a last resort. On arriving at Norton
St Philips I asked my wife -  straight across or right at the crossroads?
If I had spoken in Martian I might had stood a chance but with several
cars behind me drove straight across into very unfamiliar territory.
Pulling over I snatched the map and decided this was a wrong move
so returned to the crossroads to eventually finding myself on the
outskirts of Bristol after all.

No road signs for the airport and my Satnav is warning of congestion
ahead and would I like to plot an alternative route? No way I thought
as I only have 45 minutes left to get to the airport on time. I saw my
wife get itchy fingers and forbade her to touch the Satnav, but alas
– too late. She touched the screen which froze instantly to my current
location and can only be re-set by pulling over and starting it with the
car stationary. No hope – huge queues of cars in front and behind and
we are crawling along at 5mph into the hell hole of Bristol.

The council had decided to dig up the dual carriageway leading to the
airport and it was one way traffic over 1.5 miles with no way out. The
result? I ended up at EasyJet check in desk 5 minutes after the gate
closed to be told helpfully I could travel but not my suitcase. Aargh !
The alternative? Buy another ticket for £88 and drive all the way to
Stanstead airport for the 6.30 pm flight to Bilbao….. I checked with
my wife was she ok with this? YES!!!

Off we went taking 1.5 hours to find our way out of Bristol having
done the grand tour of all the city centre ( no useful road signs to
direct you anywhere sensible (I am certain the council knew I was
coming and removed them in advance).

Finally at 17.20 we pulled up at Stansted only for my wife to require
the facilities:  the dog went in the bushes. I rushed to the gate to find
them waiting for me with my boarding card as I was last to check in
and they were expecting me. Rushing through security I dashed into
the loos with a newspaper under my arm to read on the  flight. Exiting



the loos I realised I no longer had by boarding pass . (what the F**k?
did I do with it.

Frantically searching my pockets I was accosted by a young lady
holding my boarding pass – I dropped it out of the end of the
newspaper as I rushed into the loos……Phew!! Managed to get to Bilbao
airport without further ado.

Collected my car and when offered Satnav as an extra stated why on
earth would I require this – I KNOW  WHERE I AM GOING.  Exiting
the airport I am faced with torrential rain into a blackened sky – pitch
black to be honest. On my own with my map beside me ( which I can’t
see because it’s so dark – I eventually see the sign for Pamplona on
the motorway. Alas I hurtled past doing a 100 mph as it is now
seriously late. Well the clock in the car informs me it is 11.15pm so
perhaps not so late after all.

I drove 15 further miles up the motorway then 30 miles back in the
other direction to pick up the Pamplona road, only to find I am now
on a toll road heading for France!!  No one was about ( GOOD ) so I
cut through the middle of the toll station back the other way heading
for Pamplona (no cameras here to spot my misdemeanour)

It is now hammering down with rain but I make the correct turn which
after 15 miles no longer looks right. A phone call to Derek Copeland
who sensibly turned down my offer to travel with me, and I get Morag
on the phone trying to direct me to Santa Cilia.

Perfectly I end up in Punta de la Reina but confusingly I am unable
to find the road to Santa Cilia from here. It turns out there are two
places called Punta de la Reina in Northern Spain and yes – I have
arrived at the wrong one. Now I discover that the clock in the car is
two hours slow and it is actually 1.15 am on Monday morning and I
am nowhere near Santa Cilia. GROAN.

Morag is my only hope but I was finding her accent really difficult. I
arrive at 02.30am in Santa Cilia, Merv and Morag are waiting up for
me. I then have a great week, flying every day. WONDERFUL
experience I must do this again the following year. I travelled back
to Bilbao and home the following weekend without further incident.

For the 2018 expedition, I arrived in November in the canteen at
Lasham to book to discover I was 13th in the queue. Typically I don’t
get on either of the two weeks when I can travel, so I gave up.
However not to be outsmarted I return in January and get myself on
the Serres expedition instead.

My good friend, Chris, then offered me a week after the expedition
ends in Jaca and provided we drive, ( I am done with flying)  I am up
for this. We set off in mid April in his car . Shall I take my map of
France I enquire? “What for?” is the reply. His Audi had the very latest
satnav and in ten years of travelling he had never got lost. (Well he
hasn’t travelled with me I thought ) but left my map in the back of
my car on his driveway at his behest. Driving off the ferry in
Ouistreham we are confronted with a mighty pea-souper fog and his
satnav directs us quickly onto the Periphique and just as quickly back
off it again?

Strange I thought-  I never remembered it like this when I head every
year for Le Mans. Yes – we are soon lost and in the fog have no
alternative but to follow the possessed satnav’s instructions for endless
miles of what appears to be empty French countryside. Eventually the
penny drops and Chris has helpfully instructed his satnav to avoid
motorways on his way back from Birmingham prior to our trip!!

We pull over, he re-sets it and off we go back into the fog. Signs for
Le Mans start to appear – GOOD! Then disappear to be replaced with
signs for Chartres and Paris???? I question this but no -the Satnav
says this is good – except every time we approach a junction it wants
us to turn off – which Chris obviously ignores. I query the amount of
traffic now heading the opposite way down the péage and suddenly
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we realise – WE ARE GOING THE WRONG WAY !!  50 miles in fact, so
we turn off at the next junction ( 25 more miles away) and head back
the additional 75 miles to Le Mans. Amazingly we arrived in Santa
Cilia the same day around 7.30pm. Phew ,but I wish we’d flown there
instead.

Now comes  Serres and, arriving at Gatwick in plenty of time, I offer
to pay for breakfast for myself and Charlie (£25) but it was a full
English with pots of tea. We chew the cud on the gliding holiday ahead
and slowly it dawns on me we don’t know what our gate is nor when
it closes.

 A quick check and we have 5 minutes to get there! Off I rush telling
Charlie to follow as quick as he can. I dashed 200 yards to the gate
that was waiting for the last two passengers (you guessed it – us)
and we scramble onto the bus and board our plane. I asked Charlie
if he enjoyed breakfast and he did – I told him I REALLY enjoyed my
breakfast too then I hit him with the news I forgot to pay for it!  Now
we are wanted criminals and sit on the plane sweating for the next
hour and a half as it is delayed due to fog! (maybe the cops don’t
know which plane we are on).

At Marseille we are not able to get off, as there is a strike and the
ground handlers won’t put the steps up nor bus us all to the terminal.
Still not bad only 2 hours delayed, and we get to our gite travelling
over the mountains (don’t ask) taking four hours to get there.

A great weeks flying in store and the weather is set fair. Unusually I
woke very early Friday morning and felt the need to check my phone
– AARGH a text message from Easyjet – our flight home is cancelled.
Curses and double curses.  I spend most of Friday and Saturday
morning re-booking flights, hotels to stay over in Marseille etc etc, as
we can’t fly back now until Monday night at the earliest – not Sunday
morning as was planned. I send my wife a grovelling text as to why
I will not be spending the Bank holiday Sunday afternoon and Monday

with her due to no fault of my own… Final  thought I bloody well wish
we’d driven there and back!

Was it all worth it? “HELL YES”

Mind The Gap
By a grumpy instructor

Our students do not always land where we would wish.  Often it is
necessary to tow the glider behind the launch vehicle to join the
other launch queue.  Even private owners sometimes want a winch
launch.  That is why there is a gap marked by the fire truck or a
cone.

According to the laws of nature and physics, empty or unfilled
spaces are unnatural.  Wherever there is a void, the universe seeks
to fill it.  Turns out Aristotle was primarily right when he said
“Nature abhors a vacuum”.

In the case of the glider gap, it is buggies, visitors’ cars and
unwanted gliders that rush to fill the gap.  The other week, some
pilot found the cone was inconveniently situated where he wanted
to park his glider, so he moved the cone.

Please, it is there for a purpose, so “mind the gap”.

Golden spoon
If you find yourself in the clubhouse restaurant behind a long queue
of non-members, your can ask at the office for a golden spoon
which you can take to the cash desk and get immediate service. The
caterers, The Golden Glider, have undertaken to limit the impact of
large parties on non-members which might unacceptably reduce the
service to members of the Society
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25 May was a landmark in that we finally finished the concreting
of the floor of the second hangar. What an Odyssey! 900 square
metres of floor needed 135 cubic metres of concrete delivered by 21
trucks. The project was led by Gary Pullen over eight laying sessions
starting on the 12 April. Julian Ben-David and Paul Haliday also
deserve considerable credit, the first for organising all of the concrete
deliveries, and the second for exhorting the GHC troops to turn up
and supply the necessary manual labour.

Good concrete-laying is a hierarchy of talent! At the bottom of the
pile you have the willing “rakers” like me, then the “tampers” who
need some skill to execute well, and finally the “floaters” who really
do need to know what they’re doing to achieve a good smooth finish.
There is also the little matter of the preparation before the actual
laying, and that is substantial.

I have to say the enthusiasm of our volunteers has been absolutely
amazing and a huge plus for the GHC. Over the eight laying days the
lowest attendance was noted as 17 and the highest as 26.

We have to wait a couple of weeks to allow the floor to thoroughly
dry out and then as the final act we “paint” it – this should have
happened by the release of this edition of Rising Air. Then the great
re-org between the two hangars.

The plan is to significantly reduce the number of gliders on the floor
of the Chris Wills hangar to 12, maybe 13. This should improve things
significantly by allowing visitors taking a tour a better view, and to
make it a lot easier to get gliders out so that they can fly!

The boys at work  ( Paul Haliday) Phew, finally got to the last bay!  (Paul Haliday)



The Chris Wills hangar will house our “best” gliders from the
perspective of visual attractiveness and provenance. The reason for
this is that a normal hangar tour takes around 45 minutes, more if
there is a lot of questions, and we do not think your average visitor
will want to go round two hangars, maybe a quick peek in the second
hangar. It will of course be different when we have enthusiasts as
they want to see and discuss everything.

There are still a number of additional jobs to do around the second
hangar: a full electric circuit and lighting are the two main ones.
However, the lion’s share of what’s been an enormous task has been
completed. Now we are going to take a breather and fingers crossed
indulge in the luxury of flying! We do have our next major project in
mind, this is the building of a large and insulated workshop. Right now
we are in evaluation mode for what will be another major project,
though on a significantly smaller scale than building the second hangar.

Even if the decision is taken to press the “Go” button, I doubt that
anything material will happen until we are well into 2019.

Just one glider has arrived
since the previous edition of
Rising Air, and that is the
Laister Kaufmann TG4A – “TG”
stands for training glider. This
was one of three makes of
two-seaters used for the initial
training of glider pilots in WW2
by the United States Army Air
Forces,. Contracts issued in
April 1941. Those who qualified
went on to fly the main
troop/equipment carrying
glider, the WACO CG-4A
(known as the Hadrian when
used by British forces). The
others were the Frankfort TG1
(50 built) and the Schweizer
TG3 (113 built) – wooden
wings otherwise the same as
the Schweizer TG2 which had
aluminium clad wings.

The TG2 didn’t go into production because aluminium was designated
a strategic metal. However 150 were built, though more than half
went into immediate storage. This was the fate of ours when it was
accepted by the USAAF in May 1943. It was donated by Douglas Ogle,
who was trying to find a museum home for it. It has come a long way
– from Brighton, Ontario!

We’re planning to get it flying again though if this happens it will be
a while as after a very thorough check it will need more restoration.
Also the BGA technical committee will need to give their assent as
type  has never previously flown in the UK.

Glyn Bradney
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The TG4 under restoration



23Book review

We have something burning
within us, those of us who fly.
It drives us to return to the
lonely skies again and again but
very few of us can write about
it. Antoine de Saint-Exupery
could; John Gillespie Magee,
who 'danced the skies on
laughter-silvered wings' and
described touching the face of
God has inspired many. Now
we have a book by Rebecca
Loncraine whose lyrical
descriptions of flight, the
atmosphere and the interface
between earth and sky are
entrancing.

Bec, as she was called, lived a
life on the borders or, as she
put it, on the edge. She was
betwixt and between, between
diagnosis and therapy, between
earth and sky, between life and
death, between health and the

recurrence, between England and the Black Mountains of Wales,
between the North and South hemispheres. She followed the glider
pilot's pilgrimage to the fierce winds and atmospheric waves of the
Southern Alps in New Zealand and there met Dick Georgeson, now in
his 90's but who once soared up above 34,000ft in a tiny Slingsby
sailplane. She became used to flights over 20,000 ft where the air
currents are either vicious or silky smooth but lack oxygen.

I was not far into the book when I realised I had met the author at
the Black Mountains Gliding Club on a summer's day when we took
off for a flight to Evesham and Hereford. She was helping to organise

the launch point when I left and busy organising a barbecue when I
returned. Her book describes many of the gliding community from her
Scandinavian Instructor at the Black Mountains club to the Southern
Alp guru who chose between gliding and being a concert pianist.

Rebecca Loncraine has a great sense of space and location in her
writing. She describes the familiar Black Mountains and the Brecon
Beacons and her own childhood home from the air how the different
perspective given by an aerial view enhances her understanding. The
scar on Pen Trumau, familiar to all who fly over it, she explores on
foot. She explains her rapport with the wildlife, the sheep, dogs, and
especially the birds. So taken is she with the birds that fly with her,
buzzards, hawks, kites and eagles on her wingtip are one of the great
privileges of flying a glider, that she makes a trip to the Himalaya to
work among the vultures flying with them in a hang glider.

Her final chapter is of a walk up into the Black Mountains with a
sleeping bag. When she wakes in the morning she is lost in fog. Shortly
afterwards, while on a writing retreat, her illness returns and she is
lost to us, her readers. She was an author of great ability.

Rebecca Loncraine. Skybound: A journey in flight
ISBN 978-1-4472-7386-8
Picador 2018

Bed & breakfast near Sisteron Airfield
Bill Brooks (an ex-pilot) and his wife Christine live in Vaumeilh, the
same village as the airfield. They run a small B&B that is popular
with pilots.

+33 (0)4 92 62 15 27 (H)   +33 (0)6 76 02 83 67 (M)

bill.brooks@sfr.fr  www.maisonauxlavandes.fr

bill.brooks@sfr.fr
  www.maisonauxlavandes.fr
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Lasham locals and British
Team members Ayala
Truelove and Liz Sparrow
have been off round the
country running the first few
events in the Women’s
Coaching Programme, aimed
at helping women pilots
improve their XC and racing
skills.  This is part of the
BGA's Women Project to
increase female participation
in gliding.

We kicked off with a Women Aim Higher weekend at a submarine
Gransden Lodge - too wet to launch, but not too wet to learn!  Next
up was the MayDay Mini-Comp at HusBos, site of the 2021 Women's
Worlds.  Taking place over MayDay Bank holiday weekend, this ran
alongside a XC Development week.  A day win by Jane Nash took her
to second overall behind Julia Robson from Cambridge GC.  The
weather was warm and sunny but not easy XC flying - ideal for XC
training.  During the week it got better and better and on the Thursday
course members had a hoot putting into practice everything learned
earlier on in the week whilst romping round various appropriate length
tasks.

Course member Wenshu Xu writes "When I first heard of the XC
development week I really thought it wasn't for me: having obtained
my silver badge only last year, I hadn't done many cross-country
flights since and there must be other women pilots who were much
better qualified to attend this than me. However, with encouragement
from one of the other women at my club, I arrived at HusBos with my
DG300.  There I met Liz and Ayala, who are fantastic pilots but also
great coaches, as well as other fellow women pilots.“

“Training with Liz or Ayala in a Duo was such a great opportunity to
learn advanced soaring skills and how to improve decision making

and XC speed.  On the Thursday, dancing along the energy line on
the final glide going into wind was such an amazing feeling, knowing
that I had achieved something that would otherwise take a long time
if I hadn't come to this training week - it definitely made me a better
and more confident pilot, and I can't wait for the next challenge to
come!"

If you would like to join the coaching programme, or to help out with
the wider Women Project, please email info@womenglide.co.uk or
talk to Liz or Ayala.  It would be great if Lasham pilots would organise
a Women Go Gliding Day to expose more women to gliding - who's
up for it?

One of Lasham’s first solos., Marcin Kubrak with his instructor
Derek Copeland



25Rising Air Advisory Umpteen + ‘n’:
Becoming A Badger (Where ‘n’ is any positive integer between 0 and ‘p’)

Grimshaw probes the non-wearing of badges and tells
cautionary tales for newbies struggling to get one…

As I keep explaining, gliding is full of dark, complex and subtle mystery
and nowhere more so than the vexed business of badges. Yet these
are central to gliding because how else are you to chart your progress?

 The mystery is this: If badges are so important why do people never
wear them? Look around… you might find the odd junior sporting a
gliding badge… and I’ve often seen a foreign visitor with a Gold badge…
and there’s Ron Beecroft of course… he used to wear his Silver… but
never a Club Venerable.

My Venerables said (after a few beers) that although a small badge
on a business suit is OK, the wearing of them in the club itself is
considered bad taste. Now is this Britishness gone mad... inverted
snobbery… or is there a darker reason?

Bearing in mind that Grimshaw Advisories are, at best, a bit sketchy,
I’ve come up with two dubious hypotheses as to why this might be:

1) Historical Confusion: Badge history is complex. It goes way
back… before WW2. The lower badges have changed a lot but, oddly,
the higher ones haven’t… despite astonishing improvements all round
in gliding. Before the war they just used to hurl you off a hill… and if
you didn’t hit the ground too soon you got a badge. Philip Wills, our
Grandfather of British Gliding, described it in his book ‘On Being a
Bird’… and he was BGA Chairman at the time:

� ‘A’ Certificate: A straight downward glide of thirty seconds.
(Basically you got lobbed off a hill strapped to a flying plank).  The
BGA sold you a large white gull on a blue background.

‘B’ Certificate: Two glides of forty-five seconds, then a one-minute
flight with either an ‘S’ turn or else right and left-hand circuits of

one minute each. (They kept lobbing you off a higher hill).  You
got two white gulls.

� ‘C’ Certificate: Soaring for five minutes above the height of the
launch. (They waited for a stiff breeze and then lobbed you off!)
I think you got three gulls… but mine never arrived!

There are mysteries about this. Mr Wills is describing 1930s training
as late as 1961. I’m told that even the Gold badge goes back as far
as 1930!

Another odd thing is FAI running out of letters so soon but I guess
these things happen when you’re ‘international’… ie you label
everything in French! I heard that Germany had plans for a ‘D’ badge
but most likely the marketing people moved in and convinced
everyone that ‘Silver’ ‘Gold’ and ‘Diamonds’ were more exciting than
‘D’  ‘E’ and ‘F’.

So for decades there was a weird mix of ‘AB’, ‘C’ and various grades
of ‘C’ bling which certainly confused me… I don’t know about anybody
else.  However the main point was that the famous Silver ‘C’ badge
marked the arrival of the cross-country glider pilot. In those days you
had to fly fifty kilometers (whatever they are), and you still do today.

Now I first soloed in Kent in 1967 (aged seventeen) by which time
two-gull ‘A’ and ‘B’ badges were awarded together for flying solo, but
the ‘C’ requirements must have moved on too because that box in my
1967 Gliding Certificate was returned empty. No large three-gull badge
for me despite my seventeen minute soaring flight over Molash, in
the Kent club’s T21. Little did I realise that disappointments like this
would set the tone for the future!

No-one tells you how frustrating claiming badges is… mostly due to
the weather but also because the goal posts keep moving. The devil
really is in the detail... which keeps changing.



The reasons are many but historically there was a massive gap
between ordinary ‘C’ requirements and the cross-country skills to get
Silver bling. Newish glider pilots were landing in hedgerows and
crashing through cabbage patches all round their locality trying to get
Silver distance.

So it was decided that an intermediate  badge should be introduced.
Something to establish basic soaring ability before people tried to fly
as far as 31.068 miles! Fortunately the colour ‘Bronze’ was available
so this badge was invented by the BGA.

I always thought of it
as a Bronze ‘C’ but
apparently it isn’t. It’s
just a ‘Bronze badge’.
The idea was that you
had to prove you
could stay airborne
long enough to fly the
distance and you also
had to pass an
examination in air-
law and airmanship.
My 1967 Certificate
makes no mention of
it!

But even armed with the helpful Bronze badge, new pilots were still
being extracted from hedges up to 30.5 miles away and it became
necessary to use Derek Piggott’s motorgliders and suchlike to
introduce yet another intermediate qualification.

But by this time, marketing whizzkids had run out of trendy colours
so the resulting Cross Country Endorsement was transparent… no
badge at all! The stamp in your book means that you should not only
be able to demonstrate ability to stay up a couple of hours but also

that you can navigate the required 31.068 miles without upsetting
anybody.

You have to show you can jolly nearly land in suitable fields. You have
to avoid every power line… keep out of every hedge... and disturb as
little wildlife as possible.

The trouble is the more accurate you want the history of badges, the
more confusing it gets! Could it be that older pilots just blank out with
them? Perhaps they stir up painful memories. As I said, badge claims

were always
frustrating. Even in
the sixties you had to
smoke and seal
barograph traces and
stop chemists from
cutting your turn-
point film negatives!

It was hair-tearing
stuff then and still is
now… which is why
cross-country pilots
tend to be bald.
There’s no greater
infuriation than

discovering that one’s best flight has been invalidated for some daft
reason. Maybe the very idea of badges triggers sub-conscious wincing
. Or perhaps it’s just the alien measurements…

2). Complexity. Have you tried filling in a Bronze or Silver Badge
claim form recently? What the heck is ‘type of medical fitness’? How
can you have a ‘type’ of fitness? (mine’s the armchair type) What’s
the difference between ‘NPPL Groups 1 or 2’ and ‘EASA/JAR Class 1
or 2’? What’s your EASA status as a pilot? What should it be in two
year’s time? What’s your flight recorder serial number? Where are the
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calibration charts for your flight recorder? Do you even know where
the club’s flight recorder is? OK It’s in the FLARM unit (phew!) but
how do you get the data out? Where has your tug pilot gone? Who
was he anyway? Who are our Official Observers?

One thing is absolutely clear: Years of flight training have not prepared
you for all this! When Grimshaw becomes BGA Chairman we will have
a Paper Badge to show that we passed a five hour exam and actually
understand how to fill in the forms for all the other badges.

After my Silver duration flight I thought our club Venerables… certain
bar-proppers badged up to the hilt… would know how to do all this
stuff but I was wrong. They did their badgering in a simpler era.

They insisted that FLARM went through a circular display before
downloading onto an SD chip, but try as they might, not one of the
five erudite backsides staring up from my our Astir 102 could get a
circular display out of anything.

Finally, in desperation, a certain Tim was phoned because, oddly, he
was not in the bar. Apparently he is a National Expert. He pointed out
that the Red Box FLARM in our Grobs was quite different to original
Swiss FLARM (did you know that?) and at last told us how to decipher
the unconvincing-looking serial number. In the end the only person
in our massive club I could find who fully understood the entire
business turned out to be Gayle in the workshop office. She downloads
all the flight logs for airtime… but discovering that took me four days!

That was for starters. We’ll gloss over my first 31.068 mile flight which
seemed such a stonking success… I flew 68.351 miles on a superb
day… round two turnpoints a long way apart using the “Get high and
stay high” principle. Except that when people peered at my log trace
they shook their heads, and said “Ooooh… the Duty Instructor might
have OK’d that, but you’ll never get it past Basil.” Who was this
dreadful eagle-eyed Basil? What was wrong with the trace? It seemed

that flying on airfield QFE (as briefed) I had gone just a tiny tad too
high at one point...

The next attempt was on another stonking day (I’m not daft) and I
made absolutely sure my track was as pure as the driven snow.  Again
I extended the start in the other direction to give me a good, long,
unarguable, 38.5 mile run. And then back. Returning in triumph I
discovered that the FAI had changed the rules on me and the only
distance that counted now was from point of release to the Most
Distant Point in any direction. My extra start excursion didn’t count
at all… nor did my flight back! The new rules made me 1.6 miles short…
and since this was an FAI change I couldn’t even blame Basil!

So to get this wretched 31.068 mile cross-country I had by then flown
146 miles solo. I was thinking ‘by the time I finally get it I’ll have
flown at least 210 miles… possibly much more’. All people said was
“Yeah yeah… think of it as useful practice…” My club-mates are not
always helpful you know.

So there’s another reason for badge reluctance. Clearly badges are
less about flying ability and more about battling with administration
systems. And with all due respect to Administrators that doesn’t
somehow pack the same punch. Perhaps people instinctively hold back
from sporting anything on their apparel that says, in effect, “I dodged
the FAI mind-change!” or, worse, “I Satisfied Basil!” It’s just another
hypothesis of course… nothing personal…

Anyway a final word of advice for those struggling to get a badge you
mustn’t wear: Don’t stomp into the bar spluttering “BAH… Four Hours
Fifty Five Minutes and Forty Seconds… ALL I NEEDED WAS ANOTHER
FIVE MINUTES…“ because all your club-mates will do is look bored
and say “Yeah… everyone says that…” It’s strange but true… as you
will find out!

Ebeneezer Grimshaw
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)

Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman)
Chris Marren
John McCullagh (Hon Treasurer)
Mike Philpott
Julian Richardson
Gary Pullen (Vice chairman)

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Ed Lockhart DCFI (Part time)
Michael Harrison Staff tug pilot
Mike Birch (Summer course/list instructor)
Jordan Bridge (Summer course/list instructor)
Martin Conboy/John Brooke. (Summer course/list
Instructor job share)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Facilities and winch
Mateuz “Matt” Gocek (part-time winchman and
workshop fitter)
Michael Nash (Assistant groundsman)
Gary Pullen (part-time)
Josh Smith (part time)
Scott Thompson
Quintin Wheelwright (Facilities manager)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Golden Glider Ltd (Alice, Fi and Nick Christides)
01256 384 910

Other roles
Dave Bowtell (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Jackson (Airspace)
Jane Nash(Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Bill Bullimore
Competitions - Alex Phillips
Flying - Colin Watt
Single-seaters - Rick Bastin

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust & Lasham Charitable Trust
The places for donations to make Lasham even
better. The trustees are: Graham Garnett and
Nigel Mallender, Mike Philpott and the Society’s
chairman

Lasham Gliding Society Ltd
Rising Air Magazine is published by:
  Lasham Gliding Society,
  Lasham Airfield,
  ALTON,
  Hants
  GU34 5SS

Tel: 01256 384 900
Email: office@lasham.org.uk
Website: www.lashamgliding.com

Lasham Gliding Society Ltd is registered under the
Friendly and Industrial and Provident Societies Act
1968 (Registered number IP15094R).

Editor for this issue:  John McCullagh
Sub-editor:    Geoff Martin
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